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Session Abstract: The Sonoran Desert in southern Arizona and adjacent regions was for more than 
1,000 years the location of some of the largest and most impressive agricultural communities in North 
America. Across this region, farmers constructed over 500 miles of irrigation canals and created a 
market system where ceramics and other goods were exchanged in complex and overlapping 
networks of interaction. Archaeologists refer to the related set of adaptations and material cultural 
patterns as “Hohokam,” but the nature and scale at which people in the past may have reckoned 
cultural connections is much more difficult to discern. In this session, we present a range of recent 
research in the Hohokam region and adjacent areas focusing in particular on regional patterns and 
processes and the different ways that the Hohokam pattern played out through space and time. 
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Individual Paper Abstracts: 

Spheres of Interaction in the Uplands of Central Arizona 

David R. Abbott 1 Caitlin A. Wichlacz 1,2, and J. Scott Wood 3 

1 School of Human Evolution and Social Change, Arizona State University 
2 Center for Archaeology and Society, Arizona State University 
3 United States National Forest Service, Tonto National Forest, retired 

 
Abstract: Various conflicting ideas pervade debate about how 13th century occupation was 
organized in the upland zone of central Arizona, which overlooks the Phoenix Basin to the 
south.  Some researchers characterize the upland settlements as subservient and peripheral to the 
densely packed irrigation-based Hohokam communities along the Salt River. Others, instead, 
describe the upland populations as independent communities with rich histories of their own. Still 
others speculate about the extent to which different parts of the region were connected. As a 
contribution to this debate, we have used electron microprobe assays of phyllite-tempered ceramics 
to trace the movement of pots across the uplands and thereby demarcate networks of interaction 
among neighboring settlements. Several pertinent results have emerged. First, two disconnected 
spheres of interaction divided the upland region. One sphere included close connections with the 
Hohokam to the south; the other did not. One sphere engaged the populations on Perry Mesa to the 
north; the other did not. Second, Salt River farmers probably imported seasonal agricultural labor 
from one part of the upland zone. Third, an integrated community along Cave Creek shared the same 
pottery until the area became an abandoned frontier, where unaffiliated farmsteads moved in 
without exchanging pottery with one another. 
 

 
Recoupling the Past and Present: Akimel O’Odham Traditional 
Cultural Knowledge Regarding the Hohokam  

Chris R. Loendorf 1, Barnaby V. Lewis 2, and M. Kyle Woodson 3 

1 Gila River Indian Community, Cultural Resource Management Program 
2 Gila River Indian Community, Tribal Historic Preservation Officer 

 
Abstract: Until relatively recently most outside observers assumed that the Akimel O’Odham (i.e., 
Pima) who live in the Phoenix Basin are unrelated to the prehistoric inhabitants of the region, who 
have been termed “Hohokam”. Consequently, researchers who study prehistory have largely not 
employed historical information regarding the Akimel O’Odham in order to gain insight to the past. 
Furthermore, nearly all prehistorians assert that Hohokam material culture traditions ceased at AD 
1450, and this continued belief in a lack of continuity tempers the questions that archaeologists 
consider and the data that are employed to evaluate research issues. However, the Akimel O’Odham 
have maintained extensive traditions regarding their past, and importantly their worldview 
maintains that the O’Odham were created and destroyed multiple times, and the population 
therefore fluctuated dramatically over time. This indigenous paradigm has important implications 
for the interpretation of material culture variation within the Phoenix Basin, some of which are 
considered in this presentation. 
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The Value of Heritage to Hohokam Archaeology 

J. Brett Hill 1 and David Martínez 2 

1 Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Hendrix College 
2 Department of American Indian Studies, Arizona State University 

 
Abstract: Scientific interpretation of the ancient people of southern Arizona has often ignored or 
doubted O’odham beliefs about heritage. Native understanding of people archaeologists came to call 
Hohokam was found to be lacking the structures of reason and standards of evidence valued by 
scholars. But for Hohokam archaeology to be truly anthropological it must embrace the emic 
perspective of heritage. Recognizing Native perspectives is an ethical obligation, but it also offers a 
richer and more accurate sense of the connections among all living people and their ancestors. The 
value of this approach is taking hold in archaeology today, as Native insights and premises are 
integrated into scientific thought. Native heritage programs approach the past with an emphasis on 
success and life in an ongoing generational movement. Engaging multiple perspectives illuminates 
the nature of past societies and our relationships to them. In the first part of this presentation, Hill 
illustrates a possible connection between the O’odham ‘Man in the Maze’ symbol and Casa Grande 
Ruins National Monument, which merges these icons into a metaphor for the kind of understanding 
that comes from listening. In the second half, Martínez replies from an O’odham perspective. 
 
 

 
Hohokam Agricultural Success and Irrigation Longevity in the 
Lower Salt River Valley, Arizona  

Christopher R. Caseldine 1  

1 School of Human Evolution and Social Change, Arizona State University 
 
Abstract: Hohokam farmers in the lower Salt River Valley operated the largest irrigation network 
north of Peru for nearly a millennium. Juxtaposed against this prosperity narrative is a purported 
period of decline. Although several large platform mound villages were occupied ca. A.D. 1300, 
farmers were said to have sufficient water for successful agricultural production only one out of every 
four years. Recently, I reevaluated Hohokam irrigation developmental in the valley. My results 
demonstrate that agricultural production aligns well with demographic and settlement patterns 
noted during the Hohokam cultural sequence. Rather than endemic agricultural deficits, most 
farmers in the valley likely could have successfully brought planted crops to maturity. In this paper, 
I will highlight three newly characterized factors that contributed to Hohokam irrigation longevity: 
(1) single cycle agricultural need satisfaction, (2) the bedrock reef at the Canal System 2 intake, and 
(3) adaptation to flooding at various intensities. I argue that problematic agricultural productivity 
was not the central catalyst that caused large-scale irrigation system collapse and precipitous 
demographic decline, ca. A.D. 1450. Instead, social factors (e.g., population loss and sociopolitical 
fragmentation), which were beyond the scope of my study, plausibly hindered irrigation operation 
as the Classic Period came to a close. 
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Structural Commonalities of Hohokam Villages, AD 500 to 1050  

Henry D. Wallace 1, Michael W. Lindeman 1, M. Kyle Woodson 2, Chris R. Loendorf 2, and 
Barnaby V. Lewis 3 

1 Desert Archaeology, Inc. 
2 Gila River Indian Community, Cultural Resource Management Program 
3 Gila River Indian Community, Tribal Historic Preservation Officer 

 
Abstract: Hohokam settlements of southern and central Arizona have been the focus of nearly 40 
years of intensive field investigations and yet there are still major gaps in our knowledge of village 
structure and organization. New maps of extant Hohokam villages (including many never previously 
mapped) are compared to data from villages that have received large-scale excavation to identify 
commonalities in structure. Structural units consisting of plazas surrounded by suprahousehold 
groups and their associated cemeteries, refuse deposits, roasting facilities, and ballcourt(s) are found 
to be the basic universal social unit which is replicated on larger villages. Some patterning in the 
specific arrangements of these structural units was identified, as were patterns related to the length 
of occupation. Perhaps most surprising and interesting in the study is how different Snaketown is 
relative to all other villages for which we have data in terms of planning and organization. 
 
 

 
Application of Native Science in the Analysis of Ancestral O’Odham 
and Piipaash Red Paints and Ochre in the Phoenix Basin, Arizona  

B. Sunday Eiselt 1, Ron Carlos 2, and John Dudgeon 3 

1 Department of Anthropology, Southern Methodist University 
2 Salt River Pima- Maricopa Indian Community, Cultural Preservation Program 
3 Center for Archaeology, Materials, and Applied Spectroscopy, Idaho State University-Pocatello 

 
Abstract: Archaeological reconstructions of Hohokam trade, craft specialization, chronology and 
even economy have relied on the material sciences to examine the petrographic and geo-chemical 
composition of production debris and finished craft goods.  Instrumental analytical techniques are 
typically married with multi-variate statistical methods used to group materials based on similarity, 
which are subsequently interpreted within frameworks of human behavior derived from 
anthropological theory.  Iron oxides are among the most common pigments used by the Hohokam 
and their living descendants, the O’Odham and Piipaash. Using Laser Ablation Inductively Coupled-
Mass Spectrometry (LA ICP-MS), this paper identifies the variety of iron-oxides used to produce red 
paint in the Phoenix Basin, and it considers how artisans manipulated earthy, rocky, and specular 
hematite for use in the production of ceramics.  A Native Science perspective is introduced that draws 
our attention to the notion of tradition in the practice of craft, indigenous landscapes as raw material 
sources, and the social relationships that exist among artisans. Understanding traditional uses of red 
clay, as an essential substance, crosscuts multiple fields of significance and engages contemporary 
potters with ancestral lands and artistic practices today.  
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Re-Presenting Pueblo Grande Ethnohistory: A New Approach to 
Public Signage and Tribal Engagement 

J. Andrew Darling 1, Barnaby V. Lewis 2, Laurene Montero 3, Nicole Armstrong-Best 4, Lindsey 
Vogel-Teeter 4, and Jacob Butler 5 

 
1 Southwest Heritage Research, LLC 
2 Gila River Indian Community, Tribal Historic Preservation Officer 
3 City of Phoenix Archaeologist 
4 Pueblo Grande Museum 
5 Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community 

 
Abstract: Past public interpretations of Ancestral O’Odham historic sites often juxtapose 
archaeological data and information regarding the Hohokam against the historical traditions of 
descendant communities. This inevitably places O’Odham oral history in opposition to neo-
evolutionary models of cultural progress most relevant to outsiders and specialists in anthropological 
theory. As a result, traditional cultural places are identified as “ruins;” and O’Odham terminology, 
if it is used at all, is appropriated into English usage with little regard for original meanings.  With 
the financial support of the National Parks Service, the Pueblo Grande National Landmark and 
Museum is introducing a new narrative into its public signage that seeks to bring O’Odham voices 
to the forefront of archaeological interpretation and presentation at the site. Based on Tribal 
consultation and traditional O’Odham historical and song traditions, new signage text, with 
illustrations by an O’Odham artist, places the archaeology of Pueblo Grande within the context of 
contemporary O’Odham world view; not the other way around. A new synthesis of oral tradition 
regarding the origin and ultimate destruction of the Va’aki or Ceremonial House at Pueblo Grande 
is presented alongside the excavated platform mound. By reversing the equation, this new approach 
reaffirms for visitors the continuing significance of Pueblo Grande in a persistent O’Odham 
landscape that is today the Phoenix metroplex, but which is manifestly archaeological and still, 
spiritually alive.  
 

 
Hohokam Mortuary Practices: Regional Patterns, and Personhood 

Jessica I. Cerezo-Román 1  

1 Department of Anthropology, University of Oklahoma 
 
Abstract: This paper explores notions of personhood within regional patterns of Hohokam mortuary 
practices from the Preclassic (AD 700–1150) to Classic periods (A.D. 1150–1450/1500). Hohokam 
mortuary rituals from Tucson and Phoenix basin Hohokam sites are contrasted and compared by 
analyzing osteological profiles of the individuals, posthumous treatments of the body, and, in the 
cases of cremation, thermal alterations. Preliminary results suggest strong similarities between 
Tucson and Phoenix basin mortuary rituals and ideas about the body in the Preclassic Period. 
Cremation was the main funeral custom with an emphasis on secondary deposition. However, 
during the Classic Period, practices between the two areas diverge significantly. Inhumation became 
the primary burial custom in the Phoenix basin while Tucson basin Hohokam continued cremation 
as the main mortuary custom. Changes in mortuary practices between the regions could represent 
changes in perceptions of personhood and embodiment, different tempos and ways of treating the 
bodies, but also possibly parallel commemorative rituals. 
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Intra-site Community Detection at Honey Bee Village: A Case Study 
from the Hohokam Ballcourt World 

Leslie Aragon 1  

1 School of Anthropology, University of Arizona 
 
Abstract: It is widely accepted that Hohokam society was characterized by complex exchange 
systems where materials were distributed across a wide geographic region. Hohokam villages, which 
are made up of several distinct village segments organized around a central plaza, were long-lived 
and relatively densely populated. As such, these sites present a challenge for archaeologists trying to 
understand group identity at a local scale, and how different groups within a single community 
articulated with one another. Drawing on a large data-set and using formal social network analysis 
(SNA) methods, this paper explores the internal organization of a Hohokam ballcourt site from the 
Tucson Basin, Honey Bee Village, during the Colonial and Sedentary periods and how households 
were integrated into the wider site structure based on their associated material goods. Working from 
the assumption that the more similar the assemblage, the stronger the tie, it is possible to discover 
different group affiliations within a single Hohokam village, shedding light on how the ancient 
people of the Sonoran Desert organized themselves and thought about themselves as a community.  
. 

 


